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“It was thought that the original infections were transmitted to people from animals ... social, and economic consequences. Frederick continues to assist local military commanders make timely ...
Public Health Experts handling the Public Health Crisis
Sen. Frederick pushed for eligible Black Oregonians to receive a lifetime annuity as remedy for slavery, systemic racism.
As Reparations Hit Roadblock, Oregon Lawmakers Look to U.S. Congress and Cities
Despite recording one of the world’s highest rates of economic growth over the past decade, Ethiopia remains an ... the ruling Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) has ...
Made in Africa: Will Ethiopia’s Push for Industrialization Pay Off?
The new name would be a nod to Black abolitionist Frederick ... the economic might of our country" but are disenfranchised as a collective. On "The Story," Bolden echoed the House Speaker, saying the ...
Lisa Boothe, former Democrat official spar over DC statehood 'power grab': What if Washington was 'red'?
Instead of the District of Columbia, the new state would be known as Washington, Douglass Commonwealth — named after famed abolitionist Frederick ... equality for the people I represent, which ...
DC statehood approved by House as Senate fight looms
At least 155 million people faced acute hunger in 2020, including 133,000 who needed urgent food to prevent widespread death from ...
UN says 155 million people faced severe hunger last year
When President Joe Biden named Kamala Harris as his running mate, there were whispers about her ambition — would a former rival be a loyal soldier to a president she so sharply ...
Harris takes on ‘hard work’ in 100 days as vice president
From the Underground Railroad to presidential porches, historical sites offer visitors a new experience and a social studies lesson all in one.
The 50 Most Visited Historic Sites in America
But it was Stevens who, along with Frederick Douglass ... of poisonous drugs that demoralize its society and destroy its people.’” He insisted on the rights of the Chinese migrants, adding ...
“The Danton, Robespierre, and Marat of America, all rolled into one”: A new biography of antislavery leader Thaddeus Stevens
The best path across the desert is rarely the straightest. For the first human inhabitants of Sahul — the super-continent that underlies modern Australia and New Guinea — camping at the next spring, ...
First Human Inhabitants of Australia Followed “Superhighways” Across the Continent
Kenyan officials, citing long-standing security concerns, announced plans a month ago to shutter the Dadaab and Kakuma camps for good.
Fate of Somalis who call refugee camp home hangs in balance
"He [Ambachew] was shot by people who are close to him," the ... Amhara, a state in northwest Ethiopia has seen increasingly tense relations between ethnic groups in recent years.
4 dead in Ethiopian coup attempt, Israelis warned to stay inside
“The unemployment system has really failed our community,” Northwest Florida Federation of Labor Panama City chapter president Frederick ... the economy. He said if people have more money ...
Locals seem to agree the state’s unemployment system is broken, but they don’t agree on how to fix it
We can oppose the saber-rattling and militarism of the US’s China hawks without downplaying the oppression of the Uyghur people. Two Uyghur women enter a highly surveilled bazaar in Hotan, in China's ...
Demanding an End to Uyghur Oppression
Those who successfully traversed the landmarks made their way across the continent, spreading from their landfall in the Northwest across ... were critical for people to navigate and survive ...
First Australian populations followed footpath 'superhighways' across the continent
At least two people were killed near Kenya's eastern border with Somalia when the vehicle they were travelling in ran over an ...
Suspected extremist in Kenya’s east blow up truck killing 2
City of Boise required local governments to reconsider how they treat people who are experiencing ... discovering that peace,” said Senator Lew Frederick (D-N/NE Portland) who carried SJM ...
Legislature roundup: Bills on homeless, racist legacy, bullying, unemployment insurance advance
The new name would be a nod to Black abolitionist Frederick Douglass ... saying the Holmes Norton bill would enfranchise "700,000 people that don't have a vote in the Senate or the House." ...
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